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The main question we investigated was how to tell from the generating set of a monomial ideal whether it is Cohen-Macaulay. The first tool we used was the Reisner’s criterion for Cohen-Macaulayness of Stanley-Reisner ideals. We developed Macaualy2 software codes for comparing the homologies of the related complexes under study. We then broke down Reisner’s criterion and translated it in the language of the generators of the ideal. This led us to a broader question of cohomology theory of simplicial complexes. At the moment we are developing a method to relate the homology of a simplicial complex A with the cohomology of a specific associated simplicial complex A’. This method will enable us to compare the Cohen-Macaulayness of the two complexes, as our final step. This work is under progress and we plan to continue our collaboration in the future, using online platforms and also possibly some in-person meetings. We will publish the results on a joint paper once the last step is completed.

I was invited to give a 50 minutes talk on Nov 15, 2021 in the weekly colloquium seminars held at the Department of Mathematics and Statistics of Dalhousie University. The topic of the talk was “Monomial Ideals with Simple Free Resolution”. Together with Prof. Faridi, we also attended virtual seminars held by IPM.
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